
DIVINE LAMB OF GOD; THEIR DIVINE PHILOSOPHY; THE DIVINE 

LAMB OF SILVER; HUMILITY MADE LAMB; NEW TRIUMPH OF THE 

DIVINE LAMB OF GOD, ABOUT THE STRENGTH AND HUMAN 

PRIDE. 

Yes little boy; We will continue with the divine philosophy that taught my divine commandments; If 

all humanity had been guided by them, I assure you little boy, that this humanity, there would be 

need for a divine judgment; the divine commandments, were given to the world, so that through 

them, do all spirit, their test in life; There was a given instant, that all spirit, unaware of life on worlds 

of meat; but they knew that sooner or later, they would prove a certain philosophy; not only human 

philosophy; tests on planets, are infinite; they will never have a limit; or never have had them; The 

divine Lamb of God is the divine mandate of love and humility, for any thinking creature. all badly 

called animal, only the divine lamb, represents the unique innocence; It is unrelated to any act of 

force; its sensitivity, has earned him a divine preference, in the free will of the heavenly father 

Jehovah; humility, is in the divine lamb; and without humility, no one enters the Kingdom of heaven; 

written it is, that it is easier to enter a camel through the eye of a needle than a violator of my divine 

law, the Kingdom of heaven; every human spirit spoke with the divine lamb, before coming to the 

proof of life; all human spirits, praised him in the Kingdom of heaven; all played in the heavenly 

abode; There, any child, is not animal; they are all sons of the same father; matter what your physical 

form, or his philosophy; in the Kingdom of heaven, all are telepathic; because all have reached the 

eternal glory; the cost of infinite sweats in front; in infinite planets; as written it is, that every spirit, it 

has to be born again, to reach the Kingdom of God; This means that every spirit has a pilgrimage by 

the material universe; passes by infinite planets; try infinite philosophies; and all of them are one of 

the divine ways, taking the divine Lamb of God; all forms, has solar divine innocence; because all 

possess the same principle; No one is born in the Kingdom of heaven; Since no one possesses, the 

total eternity; If not the father; all without exception, are divinely subordinate, the love of the 

heavenly father; and this divine love, is living and expansive; progressing the father, and progress the 

children; in eternity, his divine spiritual hierarchies. 

 

Yes little boy; I know that you do not leave thinking about the brother jewelry Ondania jewelry; I 

know that the world will despise it; because he dared to sell in five hundred coats of arms, the Lamb 

of God; He will be remembered by all generations, as the modern judas; as well as him, there in your 

world, millions of ambitious; it they do not trepidan to sell to its own eternity; therefore I will tell you 

little boy, that this demon of commercial ambition, tears of blood will cry; He will ask the same Lamb 

of God, be resurrected in new flesh; It will ask as ask million, back to being a child; but you will not 



get anything; or the right to use in life, the divine Lamb of silver; symbol of cleanliness and purity of 

conscience of each one; Some time we gave him, so he retaliations; It is one of the million, that curse 

gold; curse their own customs; curse their own parents; and he his to the lowly in heart; those who 

have been respectful of the divine word; something like, did this spirit, in another world; He lived 

excited in a philosophy that lasting that lasts an ephemeral life of meat; It is fed from a philosophy 

that not provided neither eternity nor the entry into the Kingdom of heaven; so it will happen with 

calls, rich of the world; they curse father and mother; in the midst of a weeping and gnashing of 

teeth; the reason is very simple; in divine justice, while more welfare enjoyed the human spirit, more 

severe is justice; be taught through the divine word, that all are equal before God; Therefore, the 

Government of the land, must have been equal for all; Yes so did not take place, it was a group of 

demons, who saw that rule was a good business; the world knows these demons, which did not take 

into account my divine commandments, by capitalists; they are the creators of good science; by these 

damned, there are in the world, rich and poor; by these demons, the terrestrial world will be divinely 

juzjado; they are the culprits, of weeping and gnashing of teeth, millions and millions of my humble 

children; more, no demon, violator of my divine law, will escape; that makes it pay; eye for an eye, 

tooth for a tooth; It is the law of the worlds of the meat; imperfect worlds; microscopic worlds; the 

only hope remaining to these damned, is repentance; Therefore, if repentance enloquecerían no 

exsistiria, these demons; the divine father, created Angels; and pride emanating from FREEWILL 

spiritual, make them demons; I forget who, lost in darkness; written was, that the divine father Lord 

is eternal light; and while more suffered a creature, is greatest in the Kingdom of heaven; Therefore, 

the chosen ones, were chosen themselves; by his works, they are the first; was written, which is 

easier to that between a camel through the eye of a needle than a rapist in the Kingdom of heaven; 

This has many meanings; explains how rigorous is the divine justice; It shows that the animal calls, are 

great in the Kingdom of heaven; as for the creator, not animal exsisted in his divine abodes; only 

exsisted children; have the physical form having; the animal concept, is a divine race of life, for these 

spirits; They asked to be called animal; and they asked to meet the same philosophy; such as certain 

spirits, they asked to be human monkeys; and they asked to be tested in this philosophy; written was, 

that every spirit is tested in life; not only, the human called; but, to all human beings; No one is less 

the divine father Lord; divine justice is so immense, that the importance of being a human creature, is 

lost in the infinite; even more; human life, is looking with a yawning indifference; with the same 

indifference, which is used the human being. even more; human life, is almost unknown in the 

Kingdom of heaven; just know, that in those polvitos, lost in space; many call planets, living life drive; 

and know, that at a given instant, there shall be no trace, of what was a world; This is wrote: will pass 

the Earth; more my divine words will never pass away; Therefore, the divine words of: be light, and 

the light was made; Yet it continues to produce worlds and Suns; in such a quantity, as the mind can 

imagine; Divine telepathic drawing, taught that the divine Lamb of God, is of solar origin; has its own 

living philosophy; has its own expansive Trinity; before that the planet Earth, arise to life, already, the 

divine Lamb of God, was born again, on other planets; your divine reign does not have, nor will have 



no limit; Trinity living, multiplies and expands on their own thinking children, divine inheritance; all 

have a portion of electricity in your bodies; that electricity, corresponds in its evolutionary measure, a 

microscopic part of the expansive Trinity; you are microscopic soles; but so microscopic, that still 

does not shine; It still predominates in you, the flesh; with its attendant passions; to be able to shine, 

you must be born again; the spirit, must pass through successive bodies of flesh; arriving at a given 

moment, to shine spiritual, outperforms the tangibility of the meat; that is why it was written: weak 

is the meat; It means that knowledge, becomes shining like a Sun; Please make the flesh, void; and it 

means, that all knowledge is transformed into physical body bright; this divine process fulfilled all the 

Suns of the universe; they were tiny, as it is a creature of flesh, to be large, in the Kingdom of heaven; 

they were creatures of the flesh, in colossal worlds that are no longer; the Suns as a whole, constitute 

the universal divine knowledge; called Holy Trinity; so, as the divine Moses shine in glory and 

Majesty; his face emanated solar fluid; his face was a divine Sun; with the difference, that of that 

brightness, he left a divine magnetic power; that he was controlled by his own mind; this divine 

power, has been one of the greatest wonders, that any mind has possessed; with this mental power, 

Moses opened the waters; developed, blood River; I have made many divine signs, of the infinite 

power of the heavenly father Jehovah; the silver ships, have much to do with these divine powers; 

They also have sublime missions; in their own laws; How has them all Prophet of meat; Nobody can 

become Prophet, if you don't have their own spiritual powers; of them, the divine eternal father, 

relies on to feed the worlds; the divine medium that uses, is the same at all times; It should not be 

forgotten, that all spirit when it leaves the ground, passes to the celestial world; There goes another 

time; It is not the material time of the Earth; is the celestial time; in an Earth century, corresponds to 

a light blue second; Therefore, each time it takes place on Earth, is only a moment in the Kingdom of 

heaven; This example is valid, when every human spirit, has lived according to the divine mandate; 

He said: worship your Lord, above all things; by on all wealth; by about yourself; This means that 

according to my divine mandate, any terrestrial son, can enter the Kingdom of heaven; Since all have 

used the money; This philosophy, and was advised to the world; Since many centuries ago: do not eat 

from the tree of knowledge of good material; because it is passed; nourishing yourself with what it 

costs; What does effort, and earns merit; you will earn the bread by the sweat of your brow; what 

amounts to a lifetime of honest work; the divine father Lord, said: explode your brother; not said: get 

rich; not said: creates rich and poor; certainly than not; What is meant by the divine father, is: govern 

you, according to your conscience; all humble, be the first; another notice says: is easier to that 

between a camel through the eye of a needle; that a rich in the Kingdom of heaven; another 

announcement: that is take care of the left, of the immorality of the right; the left is the people; is the 

son of man; son of the work; and the right, are the corrupt; who believe that the money will buy the 

resurrection of the flesh; deluded! the persistence in something invented by the human mind, is 

superb spiritual when this human invention, does not take into account the Supreme mandate; It has 

happened in other worlds; to a degree, these worlds have been deleted from the space; that's why 

was divinely written: many calls to try the human philosophy; and few the elect, who will enter the 



Kingdom of heaven; the divine inheritance leads to every spirit, to become a bright sun of wisdom; 

No one is less in this divine law; the Kingdom of heaven, is the highest glory, which can pretend to a 

microscopic creature; It came out; more to it, must be clean; You should not bring demonic 

influences; How is wealth; that teaches you been appropriating, something that lasts only a chimera 

in the land; a dime, takes the spirit, when he returns to the place, where came momentarily; on the 

contrary; You must give account of the time spent on Earth; second-by-second basis; Since he was 

born to life, until it was called in the sky; greatness, never represents the wealth; all wealth, is loss of 

time for the spirit; all curse it; When you have left the life; as wealth, closes les the gates of heaven; 

written was: can not serve two masters. wealth is served or served the Lord; Yes the creature availed 

themselves of the wealth; knowing what to expect, this creature has already received his reward; 

does not have divine addition; You can not enter the divine glory; it so great in the Earth, and shrank 

in the Kingdom of heaven; the divine philosophy of the divine Lamb of God, is in endless infinite 

cherubs alliances; who composes each molecule of flesh and spirit; The divine Lamb of God, 

represents the unique philosophy, which will remain in the land; It is the only cause, that infinite 

spirits, called for proof of human life; It is the product of a life model, which has met the divine 

commandments; without violating, even a microscopic part of it; It is a child's own philosophy; the 

philosophy of a child, is the closest thing to the angelic philosophy; are they more pure in heart; they 

are not engaged, nor corrupt, in their customs; they are the only ones, in which the science of good, 

has not rotted; all other philosophies, created by the human mind, disappear; they are not in the new 

world; as ever, the devil has entered into the Kingdom of heaven; the espiritus-ninos, know that the 

Kingdom of heaven; the great spiritual guides, are taught; from eternity back; unprecedented crowds, 

are amazed, colossal solar TV screens; see in them, universal television; It has no beginning; and has 

no end; There are worlds that there have been and there will be; look strange worlds; worlds at war; 

seen in other words, all the ideas of how much creature is born, in the expansive universe of thinking; 

ideas, that in the course of the eternal time, they have become colossal worlds; There, the espiritus-

ninos, witness the birth, development and agony of the worlds; they see the divine process, of how a 

microscopic idea, materializes in a planet; they look marvelous planetary stories; that it is often 

transmitted world world; There is, more than any inspirational genius; keeping in mind, a vague and 

divine idea as seen in the Kingdom of heaven; from there come the future doctrines; the customs 

which transform into planets; which the prophets bring to particular world; There, the first-born 

sons, inspired and study, divine plans; all want a mission in far-off planets; of all Galactic categories; 

of infinite forms of life; among them are the worlds of meat; to which belongs the microscopic planet 

Earth; planets known as powder; There was where the divine first Solar, Christ, called to the Eternal 

Father God, come to Earth to teach a new law of love; to teach the divine doctrines of the divine 

Lamb of God; It did not come to teach the use of force; because the force, he had already fulfilled the 

mandate; She had already been tested on the planet; It had already fulfilled its own evolution in the 

human creature; Christ brought to the world, a new way of living; It wasn't the accursed Kings of the 

Brutal time, he came to the Earth; These demons, Crooks, looked threatening their cursed privileges; 



that is why they intrigued and slew the firstborn Solar; happened, what even happens on Earth; the 

modern rich, are themselves spirits, of the principle of the Earth; These demons of excessive 

ambition, also killed; as it is happening in your own country; don't know these damned, which in the 

same fold, is divine justice; weeping and gnashing of teeth, await you; knowing for moral instruction, 

the humble are the first before the heavenly father Jehovah; they should be the first to rule the 

world; which are the first in the Kingdom of the heavens. 

The alpha and the Omega 

ALPHA AND OMEGA 

CIENCIA CELESTE, ALFA Y OMEGA, DIVINA REVELACIÓN ALFA Y OMEGA, 

ESCRITURA TELEPÁTICA, DOCTRINA TELEPÁTICA, MARAVILLA TELEPÁTICA, LOS 

ROLLOS DEL CORDERO DE DIOS AP. 5, … continua 

TRADUZCA DESDE LOS ENLACES ORIGINALES, LEA, INVESTIGUE,  ANALICE, 

COMPARE, SAQUE SUS PROPIAS CONCLUSIONES Y COMPARTA LIBREMENTE   
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